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HomeCampingCookware &amp; UtensilsColeman Exponent Multi-Fuel Stove New Your Price: $181.21 (You save $18.78) SKU: STOVE-COLEMAN-MULTIFUEL-NEW Shipping: Calculated at minimum purchase payment: unit(s) Maximum purchase: unit(s) Including One (1) New Coleman Exponent
Multi-Fuel Stove • Sturdy, lightweight stoves operating on clean burning coleman® fuel, unleaded gasoline or kerosene (including kerosene generators) • A filling will last through a typical weekend of plugging in camp • 7,500 BTUs on Coleman fuel or unleaded gas • Fuel capacity: 10.3 oz.• Over-ignition
time: 1.38 hours (with Coleman® fuel)• Dry weight: 21.6 oz. (612 g)• Burners and support cookers for fire protection in wind conditions • Easy fit in most backpack bags • Built-in fuel tank • Corrosion-resistant internal coated fuel tank • Flame control low to high precision • Extra cover with seatbelt prevents
loss of lid • Leveling ring adjusts foot position to help keep stove stable on uneven terrain • Free foot folding SHIPPING TO LOWER 48 STATES VIA UPS GROUND. NO PO BOX PLEASE SHIP THE SAME DAY IF ORDERED BY 3PM CST MON-FRI AMMO CAN MAN PROVIDE THE BEST KITCHEN
ON THE MARKET. Don't be burned by excess idiom, get what you pay for the first time. INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS: SEND US A MESSAGE WITH YOUR COUNTRY AND SHIPPING POSTCODE TO CALCULATE SHIPPING COSTS CampingCookware &amp; Back Ware Top Description Amazon
Review additional information (0) Fill it once and use it all weekend Control Fire Accuracy Operation on Fuel Coleman , unleaded gasoline or kerosene (including kerosene generators) Bowl burners and support pots help protect the flames in windy conditions weighing 21.6 oz. Will you camp in a forest or
back to the country where winter has spread it white touch everywhere? If so, then the Coleman Exponent Multi Fuel Stove can be your great companion, as it works great at the coldest temperatures. This winter's camp stove was built by the prestigious Coleman company. We have dedicated this
detailed review to this Coleman camp stove. Hope it helps! Coleman Exponent Multi-Fuel Stove Multi-Fuel Stove: When questions come to buy an outdoor stove, fuel problems matter significantly. Fuel availability is uncertain, when you are hiking, trailing and camping in a forest, desert or anywhere in the
agricultural zone where you can hardly find a shop. So it is better to go for a camp kitchen that works with more than one type of fuel. Thanks to Coleman for providing plenty of fuel to use the feature in this Coleman camp stove. It can use Coleman fuel, diesel, unleaded gasoline, kerosene, etc. You can
use any of these fuels depending on the budget and When you buy this device, it comes with kerosene generator. Precise Heat Control: Although a camper stove is not a perfect tool for cooking a large dish, this Coleman multi-cap fuel kitchen can help you cook meals to keep you healthy and strong after
a long journey. In our field test, we found this stove can generate about 10k BTU heat. However, the exact temperature level depends on what you cook / boil. Then came the need for temperature control options. We would really appreciate the flame control feature of this Coleman Exponent Sove. You
will find a mounting handle near the top of its fuel box. It aims to control the power of fire. So you can increase and/or lower the temperature/heat level exactly depending on what you are cooking/boiling. This Camp Coleman stove can boil about a liter of water for five minutes. Few camp stoves out there
can give you such great flexibility. Integrated fuel can: Coleman Exponent Multi Fuel Stove carries a circular integrated fuel can. The burner is fixed just above this fuel can. And the legs are attached to the bottom of this tank. Therefore, this fueler has the central part of the total number of Coleman Stove
units. You will find a hat hole aimed at spraying fuel. You can easily pour fuel inside this integrated tank placing a funnel inside this hole. It can hold about ten ounces of fuel with a combustion time of twenty minutes. This integrated tank is also subjected to a valve to control the amount of fuel used as well
as adjust the power of the flame. Besides, you will see a knob on this fuel tank, which can be used to pump air inside the tank. This built-in fueler is sturdy enough to provide balance to the entire device. If you fill this integrated fuel can once, then you can run this Coleman Camp Stove for all weekend.
Easy lighting: Lighting the kitchen is the most important cooking step. Imagine a situation where after a long tiring day of trailing and hiking, you're too tired and ferociously hungry. Then you unpack your camp stove and arrange to start a fire. But after much effort, the fire did not begin. So what are you
going to do? To avoid such situations, Coleman provided easy-to-light features for this Coleman Exponent Multi-Fuel Kitchen. Remove the lid from the fuel hole, place a funnel there. Then pour the fuel into the tank. Your kitchen is ready to work. Now use the flame control valve to control the fire and get
the correct heating to boil water or cook food. You can pump air inside the tank using knobs, depending on the need. You can read instructions for operating the process properly in a shorter time. Compact design: This Coleman Exponent Multi fuel cooker carries a fashionable look with a nice
combination of gold, silver and black. The silver stove is fixed above the yellow integrated fuel can. Has a silver ring structure adjacent to the kitchen surface. It serves as a windshield and saves fire from the wind flow. This ring surrounds five support pots attached to the burner surface. The middle part in
the gold gold feature The built-in fuel bottle carries a hole, a valve and a knob for fuel pumping, fire control and air pumping. Near the bottom of this integrated tank, there are 3 foldable plastic legs that are firmly fabricated. Put simply, all these parts are attached to each other and come as an all-in-one
unit. This Coleman kitchen weighs about 2 pounds or 21.6 inches (H) x 5.2 inches (L) x 5.2 inches (W). This comprehensive compact design makes this camp kitchen easy to carry and store for campers, wherever they go camping. Perfect for winter/windy weather: In summer or spring you can try any
outdoor stove run by butane or propane. But this becomes quite difficult when the temperature drops near or below 0 degrees Celsius. They work as a windshield and serve quite well to protect the flame from the impact of the wind. However, if the wind current is too strong, you can use the additional
windshield for effective heating. Besides, it works more efficiently in normal weather. In fact, the Coleman Exponential Multi Fuel Stove is perfect for all weather conditions. Brand reputation: W.C. Coleman initiated the proud history of the Coleman industry in 1900. By the time process, it has begun to
produce a variety of entertainment gears suitable for outdoor use, such as, tents, outdoor furniture, outdoor sleeping bags, backpacks, etc. Coleman has brought innovative design ideas to the camp kitchen, which has made camping life much safer, easier and more enjoyable. Considering their rich
heritage in kitchen production, we can allow Coleman to 'grandfather' the kitchen builders. They have integrated advanced technologies with practical problems to build friendly and reliable camp kitchens. Coleman Exponent Multi Fuel Stove also maintains this legacy and has received admiration from
consumers. Product testing time: We can't say this for most of the products we review. Coleman Exponent Multi Fuel Stove is proven by time testing. For nearly twenty years, similar models have been serving campers. This Coleman Exponent model was launched around 2007 or earlier. During this long
journey, consumers are very pleased with the performance of this Colman Camp stove. During camping, it is not a good idea to try a new model built by a new company or medium level. Instead, you can get a reliable product built by a reliable company, which can guarantee you a much more reliable
service. From this perspective, we recommend this Coleman Camp Stove for adventure camps. Allows the use of a variety of fuels, including kerosene, gasoline, Coleman fuel, diesel, etc. suitable for all weather conditions, including winter, wind, etc. Compact design. Built-in fueler. Built-in windshield and
pot support. Plastic aluminum legs. Easy to light. Trusted brand. Affordable. Affordable. suitable for backpacking. Not suitable for indoor use. More expensive than the average backpack stove. Read, Best Backpack Kitchen Review 2019. Coleman Exponent Multi Fuel Stove is one of the reliable camp
stoves available on the market that has been serving detainees for a considerable period of time. It is a product of the reputable Coleman brand. From top to bottom, the whole kitchen comes like an all-in-one package. Coleman Exponent Kitchen is easy to store for campers. That weight can be a bit
cumbersome for backpackers, but it's suitable for campers. It's a fuel-free system and easy-to-use features that make camping life fairly easier. The effectiveness of this camp stove is really worth asking for the price. If you want to buy a durable and reliable camping stove under the economic range, go for
it. Picture unavailable for Color: This item does not belong on this page. Thanks, we'll look at this. This.
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